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A prounipotent group G over the algebraically closed characteristic zero 
field k is an inverse limit of unipotent lgebraic k groups. Such a G has a 
presentation as a quotient of a free prounipotent group F by a normal 
prounipotent subgroup R. Facts on R via conjugation and thus induces an 
action of G on Rub, the quotient of R by the (closure of) its commutator 
subgroup. 
This action is familiar from the analogous situation from discrete group 
theory: there Rub is a relation module for G, and it can be studied via a cer- 
tain resolution, the Lyndon resolution, which is an exact sequence of free 
modules over the group ring in which Rub appears as a kernel (and an 
image) of a map. The construction of the exact sequence uses the Jacobian 
matrix of Fox derivatives of relators with respect to generators. This 
resolution is also closely related to the Magnus embedding of G extended 
by Rub into a group of two-by-two matrices. 
The point of the present paper is to carry out similar constructions in the 
prounipotent context. The major task is the construction of the Lyndon 
resolution and the identification of Rub with a kernel in that resolution. 
This is done first via a coresolution whose terms are direct sums of the 
coordinate ring of G. The appropriate analogue to the group ring in the 
discrete case is the dual of the coordinate ring, or complete group algebra 
k((G)), so the dual of the coresolution yields the desired resolution as an 
exact sequence of k((G))-modules. The module structure of Rub can then 
be deduced from this resolution; it is a submodule of a finitely generated 
free k(( G ))-module, determined by G up to projective equivalence over 
k<G>. 
The resolution also helps to embed R ab in a square zero extension of 
k((G)) by a free module. Properly formulated, this yields the Magnus 
embedding of the extension F/(R, R) of G by Rab in two-by-two matrices, 
and hence the structure of Rub is a normal subgroup of F/(R, R). 
The group Rab is the first quotient of the (closed) lower central series of 
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R. The other quotients also have the structure of k{(G))-modules; these 
are called higher relation modules and they are shown to be submod~~es of 
free k({G))-modules also. This is done by embedding them in successive 
quotients of the ideal filtration of k{(R)) and recognizing these quotients 
as sort of complete tensor powers of Rub. 
These constructions depend heavily on the theory and properties of 
prounipotent groups as developed in [3, 4, 5, 71. We confine our attention 
to finitely generated prounipotent groups, but allow them to 
related. This poses some technical problems which are de 
restricting to convergent sets of relations, where “convergent” 
respect to the lower central series of the free group. 
Since we allow infinite relations, direct sums i the coresolution become 
direct products in the resolution. To keep e distr~n~tio~s between 
products and sums, we make the following conventions: 
Let V be a k-vector space and s a cardinal (finite or infinite). 
VrS) denotes the direct sum of s copies of V. Elements of YCS) are to be 
thought of as column s-tuples and denoted [a,]. 
V denotes the direct product of s copies of k: Elements of V” are to be 
thought of as row s-tuples and denoted (a,). 
will need a certain amount of standard notation t 
on to that presented in this introduction. e introduce this now an 
fer to it without further comment: 
We fix the following notation: 
F= (gl,..? gd) is the free prounipotent group on d generators g, ,.~.,gd. 
R is a closed normal subgroup of F contained in the commutator 
F;). 
nd CD: F -+ G is the canonical projection. 
k[F] is the coordinate ring of F, regarded as a left F-module via the 
formula (x .f)( y) =f( yx) for f~ RCF], x, y E f’. It is also a 
right module via (f . x)(y) = f(xy). 
k[G] = k[F] R = {flf . Y = f for all Y E R) is the coordinate ring of 6, 
which is a left and right F and G module. 
k<J’> = EndAkCFl). 
k((G)) = End,(k[G]). 
a: k{(F)) ---f k(( G)) is the surjection a(T) = Tl k[G]. 
p: G+k((G))byp(x)(f)=f.x-‘embedsGinthegroupofunits 
ofk((G>. 
( ) is the Zariski-closure of the commutator subgroup of 
RUb = RI(R, R); it admits a G-action induced by conjugation. 
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We will also need to fix a set of generators of R as a closed normal sub- 
group; such a set is a set of relations for G. A finiteness property for this set 
will be required, and the following lemma shows that this can be obtained. 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a closed subgroup of F. Then there is a set {hiI iE Z} 
of generators of H (as a closed subgroup) satisfying 
(*) for eachj=O, l,..., {iEl(hi#CIF} isfinite 
(CiF is the jth term in the lower central series of F; C’F= F.) 
ProoJ: For each j we have an embedding 
(R n C’F)/(R n C’+ ‘F) --f C’FKIF 
of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces [4, Corollary 2.8, p. 3311. We can 
choose finitely many elements h,., in R n C’F whose cosets form a basis. Let 
R’ be the closed subgroup generated by all h,,i for all j. By induction on j, 
the maps 
R’J(R’ n C’F) -+ RI(R n C’F) 
induced by inclusion are surjective for all j. Thus the induced map on the 
inverse limit is surjective. So R’ = R and by construction the set of all hj,j 
satisfies (*). 
DEFINITION 2. A convergent set of relations for G is a set {sy 1 q E Q> of 
elements of R such that the closed normal subgroup they generate is R, and 
such that for each j, (q E Q / sq 6 C,‘F} is finite. 
To our list of fixed notations we add 
{sy ( q E Q} is a convergent set of relations for G. 
r = cardinality of Q. 
(A finite set of relations is convergent, so a finite presentation will fit our 
conventions. Lemma 1 shows that any presentation can be replaced by a 
convergent one.) 
A “Lyndon resolution” was constructed in [IS, Lemma 3.51 from a finite 
presentation. We will construct such a resolution, by somewhat different 
methods, for a convergent presentation. We begin by recalling the structure 
of k((F)): 
ENDOMORPHISM STRUCTURE THEOREM [4, Theorem1.5, p.3271. k{(F)) 
is the formal power series algebra over k in the non-commuting indeter- 
minates xi = p(g,) - 1, 1~ i < d. 
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To describe formal power series in k((F)) =k((x,,..., x,)), we note that 
such series f can be written uniquely as 
where 6(f) E k and Di(f) is a formal power series 1 d i < d. It is easy to 
check that E is a k-algebra homomorphism and that Di is a k-algebra 
derivation in the Fox sense [6, p. 701: for series f and g, 
e use these derivations to define the “Jacobian m&ix” 
(3) J denotes the Y x d matrix [a(D,(p(si)))]. 
(Recall that a: k{(F)) -+ k(( G}) is the restriction.) 
By left multiplication J defines a G-module homomorphisms, also 
denoted J: from k[Glcd’ to k[G]“‘, where the direct sums are interpreted 
as column tuples. Explicitly, J[6,] = [C, wyPb,], where p(s,) = 
1 i- C iqpXp in k{(F)) and a(~,)= wyP. So 9 is the same G-module 
homomorphism as that denoted x1 in [5, Lemma 3.51, at least for the case 
that Y is finite. 
We showed in [5, Lemma 3.51 that the kernel of CI~ was the image of the 
map Q: k[G] -+ k[G] (‘) defined by CC,,(~) = [~,f]. This map also admits 
a matrix formulation: 
(4) B denotes the 1 xd matrix [a(xl)...a(xd)]. 
y left multiplication D defines the G-module homomorphism 
k[G] ---, k[Gjcd’ whose kernel is the constants k. 
To identify the image of J we will use the following characterization of 
eiemets of k[G]‘d’: 
LEMMA 5. Let 6, E k[G] = k[F] R, p = I,..., d. Then there exists a unique 
f~ k[F] such that 
(1) x,j-=f.g,l-f=b,,p= I,..., d, 
(2) J‘(e) = 0. 
Moreover 
(3) f(zr)=f(z)+f(r) for all ZEF and TE 
r.f =f -If(r). 
Conversely, if f E k[F] satisfies (3) then .xpf~ k[F] R for p = I,..., d and 
f(e) = 0. 
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Proof. The existence and uniqueness assertions follow from the exact 
sequence [4, Lemma 1.3, p. 3261, where the third map is given by the 
matrix [x, . xJ: 
0 -+ k + k[FICd’ --f k[F] --f 0. 
For z E F, the power series expansion (*) gives 
P(Z) - 1 = c DiMZ)h 
so that 
(P(Z) - 1 l(f) = c D,(dz)kf= c DiMZ))bi. 
Since b;~k[F]” and D,(p(z))~End,(k[F]), each term D,(p(e))b, is R 
invariant, so that, for r E R, 
r’Mz)- l)f= (P(Z)- l1.F 
Evaluating this equation at e and replacing f(e) by 0 gives 
f(z-‘r)=f(r)=f(z-1) 
and assertion (3) now results. Now assume f~ k[F] satisfies (3). For r E R 
we have r.f=f+f(r), so that r.x,f=xJr.f)=xJ+O and X,~E 
k[FIR. Also f(ee) =f(e) +f(e), so f(e) = 0. This proves the converse asser- 
tion. 
As a corollary, we obtain another proof that Ker(J) = Im(D): 
COROLLARY 6. J[b,] = 0 if and if [b,] = Df for some f~ k[G]. 
Proof: (JD)(f) is the column whose qth entry is a(C zqpxp)J: Since 
C zyPxP = p(s,) - 1 and a(p(s,)) = 1, we have JD(f) = 0. Conversely, 
assume that J[b,] =0 and choose f~k[F] as in Lemma 5. We claim that 
f~k[F]“. For since J[b,] = 0, it follows as above that 0 = C zypxpf = 
(~(3,) - 1 )f: This means that for all z E F that ,f(z) = f (sylz). Since s;‘z = 
z(z-‘s,‘z) from Lemma 5(3) we have 
f(s,‘z) =f(z) + f (z-lsy’z). 
Thus f(z-‘.s;lz) =O. Again by Lemma 5(3) the restriction fl R is a 
(prounipotent group) homomorphism R--f k, and since R is normally 
generated by the sy we have f 1 R = 0. Since r. f = f + f (r), we conclude 
that fe k[FIR, proving the corollary. 
The proof of Corollary 6 uses that an f as in Lemma 5 restricts us to a 
prounipotent group homomorphism R -+ k. We will need to use the space 
of all such homomorphisms, its dual, and their connections with Rab. So we 
record some notation and properties. 
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DEFINITION. X’(R) (the additive character group of 
k-vector space of all prounipotent group homomorphisms 
LEMMA 8. (1) The conjugation action of F on R makes X+(R) a rationak 
G-module. 
(2) There is an isomorphism (of linearly compact cector spaces) 
JX+(R), k[G]) with x(T)(a)(e) = x(r) for Y ER aizd V its 
(3) Given REX+(R) there exists f~k[F] such that f(e)= 
a(r)=,f~r-‘-f fovallrER. 
Let R, = R/(R n C’F) for i = 1, 2: 3,... Then R = proj lim 
ir Iim Hom(R,, k). Facts by conjugation on R, an& each 
al F/C’F-module. Thus X+(R) is a rational *F-module, via 
(zcx)(r) = a(,‘-‘rz) f or z E R, r E R, a E X’( R). Since R acts trivially 
is a G-module. This proves (I ). For (2), we first use the principle of 
rs, Introduction] which says that Hom,(X+ (I?), k 
om,(X+(G), k), by composition with evaluation at e, is an isomo 
ext we identify X’(R) with Hom(R”, k) and, by [3, (1.2), p. 783 
regard this latter as the continuous dual of the linearly compact vector 
space Rob, whose full dual is then Rub. Combining these isomorphisms gives 
x. For assertion (3) we use the cohomoiogy of R: by [3, (1.16), p. X2] 
d also we have N’(R, kj= Z’(R, k) (&e space of one 
k) = 0. Now k is an R-submodule of k[F], where 
and we can regard c: as an element of Z’(R, k[F] 
Since k[F] is R-injective [3, (1.11) p. SO] we have 27’ 
‘(R,k[F]). So there is an f,ck[F] with a(r)=So~~-i-JO 
enlacing SO by f =fo -fo(e) then gives the desired ,f of (3). 
e expand briefly on some aspects of (2) Lemma 8. First, t 
ture” of the isomorphism can be obtained from the lower ce 
of F: since (R, R) = fi (R n C”F)(R, R), if we 1 
a(RnC”F)=O} then X+(R)=dirlimX~( 
n CnJab, while x is given as the inverse limit of the functions 
nF)ah -+ Hom,(Xz (R), k[G] 1 defined analogously to x. And 
K, is an isomorphism of finite dimensional vector spaces. 
Second, we can identiiy the G-equivariance of x. For G( E 2” (I?)> 
go G, and rc Rob; we have X(r)(g a) = g. (x(?)(g)) smce ~(7) is a 
omomor~hism. Evaluating both sides of this equation at 
or(g-‘vg) = x(r)(a)(g) for r a preimage of ? In R. If 
equality gives ll(h.r)(a)(g)=or(g-“hrh~‘g) 
(x(F)(cx). h-‘)(g) = x(g-‘hrh-‘g). Thus x(h - V)(a) = x(f)(a). h-l = 
,~(~)~~(~)(~)). In particular, we see that x,(x(?)(a)) = ~~~~)(~(~~(~)~ - 
X(3(“) = )Ijgp. aa) - X(qa) = x((g; W ‘^B(a) = X(k&-f9H@). (Here 
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(g,,V) is the image of the commutator (g,, r)= gprg;lrpl.) The meaning 
of this formula is that the multiplication by xP on the k((F))-module 
Horn&X+(R), k[G]) translates by x to the action on Rub given by taking 
the commutator with g,. It is further clear that this action is compatible 
with the pro-structure of the preceding paragraph and makes Rub a linearly 
compact k((F))-module. We will use this structure below. When we refer 
to Rub as a k{(F)) (or k((G))) module in this structure we call Rub the 
relation module by analogy with [6, p. 1001. 
The space of additive characters X+(R) is related to k[G]‘“’ and k[G](“’ 
(and the maps D and J) via two additional maps 
(9) Let P: k[G]‘d’ -+ X+(R) be defined by 
P[b,] =fl R if f is the unique element of k[F] with Df = [b,] 
and f(e) = 0. 
(10) Let I: X+(R) --f k[G]“’ be defined by 
I(a) = b,l> where cc,(g)=a(g-‘s;lg). 
As we now see, the maps (9) and (10) are well-defined G-module 
homomorphisms which are related to the maps (3) and (4): 
THEOREM 11. (1) P is a well-d&ed surjective G-module homomorphism 
with Ker(P) = Im(D). 
(2) I is a well-defined injective G-module homomorphism with Im(Z) = 
Im(J). 
(3) J=IP. 
Proof. P is well-defined by Lemma 5, and it is elementary to verify that 
it is a G-module homomorphism. To see that it is surjective, we use 
Lemma8: for PEA’+(R) and a=p-’ letfbe as in part (3) ofthat lemma, 
so that a(r) = f. r-’ -ffor all r E R and f(e) = 0. Evaluate at z E F; we find 
a(r) = f(r-‘z)-f(z), or f(r-‘z) =f(z) +P(r-‘). Set z= e, and we find 
further that f j R= p. Thus f(rz)=f(Z-) +f(r) for ZE F and rE R. By 
Lemma 5, [x,f] E k[Glcd’ and by construction b = P[x,f]. This proves 
(1). For (2), we first remark that the definition of ay really means a,(g) = 
4z -‘s;‘z) where z is any preimage of g in F. Since R acts trivially on 
X+(R) this is independent of the choice of z. To see that I is well-defined, 
we use the fact that (.Y, 1 q E Q} is a convergent set of relations for G. For if 
CI E X+(R), Ker(a) must contain the subgroup R n C”F for some n. For all 
but finitely many q we have sy in this subgroup so that CI, is the zero 
function. Again it is elementary that I is a G-module homomorphism. It is 
injective because {zM1s;lz / z E F, q E Q} is Zariski-dense in R. To prove (3), 
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we start with h = [b,] in k[GICd’, and let Jb = [C,]. Choose .f6 k[F] as in 
Lemma 5 so that Of = b and f(e) = 0. Then 
c, = c a(D,(p(s,)))x,f=.f.S,’ -f 
43(/(z) =f(s,‘z) -f(Z) =f(z(z-“S,“Z)) -.f(z) =f(z-‘s,“z), 
where for the last equality we use Lemma 513) and the fact that 
z . Since f (zPisylz) = (f 1 R),(z), we then have Jh = I(f 1 
f / R = Ph, assertion (3) now follows. 
We can summarize Theorem 11 in the following sommutat~ve exact 
diagram of G-modules: 





FIG. 12. Dual Lyndon resolution. 
We can dualize Fig. 12 by applying the functor Hom,( ., k[ G] ), which is 
exact since k[G] is injective. When we dualize the direct sum column. 
spaces k[G]‘“’ and k[G]“’ we obtain the product row-tuple spaces 
k (( G >) “ and k (( G )) ‘. The duals of the maps D and J are then given by the 
same matrices, except now viewed as acting by right m~lt~~licatio~, and we 
Icontinue to denote them by these matrices. The dual of X+(R) can be iden- 
tified with Rub by Lemma 8; we introduce some notation for the maps, dual 
to P and I, combined with this identification. 
(13) 9: Rub --f k((G))’ is the injective map given by the icomposition 
Rub--f Hom,(X+(R), k[G]) -+ Hom,(k[G]‘d’, k[G]) + k((G))d where 
the first map is x of Lemma 8, the second is the dual of P, and the third the 
canonical isomorphism. Explicitly, if r is Rub, b E k G], and P(Y)= 
(T1,..., Td) then T,(b)(g) =f,(g-‘rg): s uniquely deter- 
mined by xi& = 0 if if p, xP f, = b, and ,f,(e) = 0. Using the k((F))-struc- 
ture on ub, we have 9’(xjr) = P((g,,)) = (d,,..., 6,) where 6,(b)(g) = 
fp(g-‘kj, r) g). Now (x,TJb))k) = g,(g-‘g,rg,‘gi--f,(g~‘rg). S&e 
g-‘(giy rg) = (g-‘girg,~‘g)(g-‘r-‘g) bY Lemma 5(3) we have 
fp(g-‘(g,, r) g) =fp(gplgjrgl:‘g) +fp(g-‘r-‘g), and since &R is a 
character it follows that fp(g-‘r-‘g) = --f,(g-‘rg). It now follows that 
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.9(xjJ) =x$9’(V), and hence that 9 is a k((F)), and hence k((G)) module 
homomorphism. 
(14) 9: k<(G))‘-, R Ob is the surjective map given by the com- 
position k{(G))‘+ Hom,(k[G] (I), k[G]) + Horn&X+(R), k[G]) -+ Rub, 
where the first map is the canonical isomorphism, the second the dual of 1, 
and the third the inverse of x. Explicitly, Y( (T,)) = r if for all a c X+(R) 
and g E G C T,cc,(g) = a( g-‘rg). We can compute Y also in other terms: 
letE’=(e,)Ek((G))‘bethetupledefinedbye,=Oifq#iande;=l.Then 
the above formula shows that $(J?) =? where a(g-“rg) =ct,(g)= 
a(g-‘s;‘g) for all CI, g. It follows that Y(g) = si’. Next, we compute 
JQ,(Tq)): For have c x,K/%Jq) = 
C T,a,(g;‘g) - z)T,qTg!. Ifgl~~(~~)~?, then this difference is 
a(g-‘g,rg;‘g) - a(g-‘rg), and since c( is a character, this becomes 
N( g-‘(g,, r) g). Thus 9(x,( r,)) = (g,,V) = x,r. Finally, since all the maps 
in the composition making up .a are continuous, we can conclude that 
cY( (T,)) = C T&y’. 
The maps (13) and (14) are related to the matrices D and J in the 
following analogue of theorem 11: 
THEOREM 15. (1) .a is a surjective k(( G))-module homomorphism. 
(2) .9 is an injective k<(G))-module homomorphism. 
(3) YY=J. 
Proof We have already established (1) and (2). For the third, we use 
that the left composition is Hom,(P, k[G])xx-’ Hom,(l, k[G]) = 
Hom,(lP, k[G]) (preceded and followed by the canonical maps), and that 
those canonical maps convert Hom,(1P, k[G]) = H’om,(J, k[G]) to, 
(right) multiplication by the matrix J. 
If we dualize the exact row in Fig. 12 and apply Theorem 15, we obtain 
the following commutative exact diagram of k(( G))-modules: 
k(G))’ d k((G))“A k<(G)) A k - 0 
FIG. 16. Lyndon resolution. 
The map h in sends T to the scalar T( 1). 
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The explicit formulae for the maps 9 and 9 given in (13) and (Id), 
along with the composition equation from theorem 15 give another 
description of the embedding 9 
GoRoLLARY 17. Let FE Rub. Then P(f) = CC T~a~~~~~~§~~)~ where 
t-=CT,S,‘, T,Ek((G)). 
Figure 16 displays Rub as a k<<G)) module, and in particular as a sub- 
module of the free module k((G))“. As we will now see, this embedding is 
related to an embedding of the quotient F/Fuh. The relation comes from 
constructing the “square-zero” extension of k (( G )) by k (( 4; )) ‘. 
( 18 ) k(( ~7))~ >a k(( G )) is the k algebra whose underlying ad 
group is the direct product and with multiplication ((T,), A)((SP), B) = 
((T,e(B) + AS,), AB) where e: k((G)) ---, k is the augmentation e(T) = T(l). 
In other words, we regard k((G))d as a k((G)) bimodule with the usual 
le ction and right action via e, and then form the split algebra extension. 
have an exact sequence 
given by projection on the first factor in the semidirect product. 
course a k-algebra homomorphism whose kernel is the ideal Ic((G))~. 
We also have an exact sequence 
O+I+k((F)) -tk((G)) -+O, 
where Z= ker(a) is the kernel of the restriction map. These two sequences 
are related as follows: 
PROPQSITIQN 21. There is a commutative exact diagram 
O-Z f k<(F)) - k<(G)) - Q 
I I I 
Q - k (( G >> d - k(<GBd x k<(G)) - k&T! - 0 
where the right vertical map is the identity and the center is given by “p”(T) = 
((a~,(TL a(T)). 
Prooj That !P is a ring homomorphism follows from the Fox derivative 
formulae and the other assertions are immediate. 
Let K= Ker(V/) be the kernel of Y from (21). We are going to study the 
k((G))-module I/K. We begin by observing that since the semi-direct 
product is a square-zero extension, Z” is contained in ZC. If s E R, then 
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a(p(s)) = 1, so p(s) - 1 E I. We consider the function f: R -+ I/K given by 
f(s)=(p(s)-l)+K. The identity (x-l)(y-l)=(xy-l)-(x-l)- 
( y - 1) and the fact that Z* 5 K shows that f is a group homomorphism. It 
is also clear that f is continuous, using the facts that p is continuous and 
that K is closed. It follows that f induces a homomorphism on Rub: 
1: Rub + I/K by l(S)=(p(s)-l)+K. (221 
In fact, 1 is a homomorphism of k(( G )) -modules: to see this it suffices, by 
continuity, to check that Z(x,J) = x,Z(r). It follows from the discussion after 
Lemma 8 that x,r= (g,r) so 
b?) = k&?) + l(r-‘) = Pk,)((p(r) - 1) dg,,-‘) - (p(r) - 1) + K. 
For any TE I and gE F we have Dp( Tp(g)) = Dp( T) E (p(g)) + TD,(p(g)) 
and composition with a gives aD,( Tp(g)) = aD,( T). It follows that 
Y/(Tp(g)) = Y(T), and in particular that (p(v) - 1) p(g;‘) + K= 
(p(r) - 1) + K. Thus I(xJ) = x,Z(J). 
The map 1 is related to the map 9’ as follows. 
PROPOSITION 23. C?(r) = (aD,(l -p(r)) for V in Rub. Zn particular, 
1: Rub -+ I/K is inj’ective. 
Proof. Let p I/K + k((G >)” be the map induced from Y. We are 
asserting that p( - I) = 9. Since the maps are all k(( G))-linear, we can 
check this formula on the generators 5; l. From Corollary 17, we know that 
9(S;‘) = (aD,(p(s,))). Since D,(p(s;‘)) = -s;‘D,(p(s,)), we conclude that 
Y(S;‘) = (aD,( 1 - p(s;‘)). Since I is a factor of 9, the injectivity of 9 from 
Theorem 15 implies that I is injective. 
As an immediate corollary to Proposition 23 we obtain the Magnus 
embedding of F/(R, R): 
THEOREM 24. The map F+k((G))dMk((G)) by z--t ((&&p(z))), 
up(z)) induces un injection on F/(R, R), and F/(R, R) is isomorphic to the 
subgroup of the 2 x 2 matrix group 
i 
p(g) k<G>d 
0 1 I 
topologicully generated by the matrices 
G,=[upbg,) y], p= l,..., d, 
where e I,..., ed is the standard basis of k((G))d. 
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Proof: The map from F to the semidirect product is the composition of 
roposition 21 with the faithful representation p. Now 
implies that z E R and that p(z) - 1 is in the kernel of Y. From 
Proposition 23, we know that the map R + I/K whi sends z to 
(p(z) - 1) t K has kernel (R, R). Thus Ker( Yp) = (R, I?), which proves 
the first assertion of the theorem. For the second, we 
(prounipotent) subgroup Ic((G))~ >a p(G) of the grou 
the semidirect product is isomorphic to the matrix group 
(To see this we remark that in the multiplication of the semidirect product 
the right action of p(G) on /c((G))~ is trivial since e@(G))= I.) Then t 
second assertion follows from the first and the fact that the indicat 
generators are the images of the generators gP of F. 
The representation of F/CR, R) constructed in Theorem 24 is based on 
the homomorphism of F into the group of units of the semidirect product 
algebra. However, the identification of image as the closure of a certain 
finitely generated subgroup of matrices allows us to restate it as an 
embedding theorem in matrices over some other algebras: 
CORQLLARY 25. (1) The group F/tR, R) is isomorphic to a group of 
2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over the ring k((G))[w, l..., wd], where 
w ,1..., wd are commuting indeterminates. 
(2) If G is ,finite-dimensional, F/FI(R, R) is isomorphic to a group of 
invertible 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over a division ring D. 








over the polynomial extension A = k(( G)) [wl ,..., wd]. For 
the fact that k((G)) is Noetherian [S, Proposition 4.11 to see that A is, 
and then D is the division ring of fractions of the Noetherian domain A. 
The embedding results (24) (and (25)) also give embeddings of the sub- 
group Rub= RI@, RI of Fl’l(R RI. 
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We have now assembled the technical facts necessary to begin to analyze 
the structure of Rub as a k((G))-module, as a vector space with G-action, 
and as a subgroup of F(R, R). 
First we record some consequences of the embedding 9 of Theorem 15: 
PROPOSITION 26. Rab is a submodule of a free finitely generated k((G))- 
module. No non-zero element of k(( G >) is a zero divisor on Rab. If G is 
finite-dimensional, then Rub is a Noetherian k(( R ))-module. 
(For the final assertion of (26) we use that k(( G )) is Noetherian if G is 
finite-dimensional.) 
COROLLARY 27. If g E G, g # e and r E R, r 6 (R, R) then grg-‘r --I $ 
(R, R). 
Proof Let J be the image of r in Rub. Then g?g-’ = p(g)& so if 
grg-‘r-’ E (R, R), (p(g) - 1 )Y = 0. Since p is faithful p(g) - 1 # 0 and since 
r C$ (R, R), F= 0, and then p(g) - 1 is a zero divisor on Rub contrary to (26). 
We can state (27) in the form: if g?g-’ = F then ?= 0 or g = e. 
From the resolution (16) and Schanuel’s Lemma [Z, Lemma 10.4, 
p. 2521 we get the dependence of Rub on G: 
PROPOSITION 28. Let S be a closed normal subgroup of F such that F/S is 
also isomorphic to G. Then k((G),d@S*b and k((G))d@ Rub are isomorphic 
k(( G ))-modules. 
Next we turn to the structure of Rub as a linearly compact vector space 
with G-action. It follows from the fact that the G-action is compatible with 
the structure of Rub as an inverse limit that closed G-stable subspaces are 
inverse limits of finite-dimensional G-modules. Hence by [5, Theorem 2.81 
we conclude that closed G-stable subspace of Rub are necessarily k((G)}- 
submodules. Thus we obtain part (1) of the following corollary of (26): 
COROLLARY 29. Assume G is finite-dimensional. 
(1) Rub has the ascending chain condition on closed G-stable subspaces. 
(2) F/CR, R) has the ascending chain condition on (closed) normal sub- 
groups. 
Proof F/CR, R) is an extension of its normal subgroup Rub by the 
finite-dimensional group G. A closed normal subgroup contained in Rub is 
a closed G-stable subspace. It is now easy to conclude (2) from (l), whose 
proof we have already noted. 
As consequences of (24), we obtain the following about the group 
FAR, R). 
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PROPOSITION 30. (1) F/CR, R) has no ~ont~~ui~l ~~it~-d~rn~~~~o~~~ 
normal subgroups. 
(2) F/(R, R) has trivial center. 
Proof: Let N be a nontrivial finite-dimensional normal subgroup of 
F= F/(R, R). Then N has nontrivial center, which is also normal in F, and 
the representation of F on the center is unipotent and hence there is a cen- 
tral element z # e of N in the center of i? Suppose that in the representation 
of Theorem 24 z is represented by the matrix 
h m 
G= o 1 > !1 I hep(G), m=(m, ,..., m,)Ek((G))d. 
Then G,G= GG, for p= I,..., d, so p(g,)m +e,=he,+m and 
MgJ-f)m=(h-lb,. Thus xpm E k((G})e, for p = I,..., d. Now xpm = 
(x,ml ,..., x,m,) while k{(G))e, = (0 ,..., 0, k((G)), 0 ,..., 0) so that x,m,=O 
fori#p.Thusmi=Oforalliandm=O.Then(h-l)e,=O,sothath=1. 
It follows that G = I. Part (2) follows immediately from the argument. 
The relation module Rub is the first quotient of terms in the (cfose 
Bower central series of R, which is defined by C’R = R and c’+l 
closure of (R, C’R) for i> 1. The successive quotients are: 
(31) gri(R) = C’R/C”‘R (an ith higher relation module of G). 
The parenthetical definition is adopted in analogy with [g, p. 2361. To 
analyze the higher relation modules, we need some facts about the algebra 
k<R>. 
By [3, Corollary 2.10, p. 871, R is a free prounipotent group, and by [3, 
Proposition 3.6, p. 891 has a countable basis, say {We, MIX,... >. Let Ri be the 
quotient of R by the closed normal subgroup generated by (~~1 j 2 i + I 1~ 
Then Ri is free on the images of wl,..., wi, and R = proj lim Ri. It follows 
that k{(R)) = proj lim k(( Ri)) is an algebra of non~omm~tat~ve formal 
power series in {ri = p(w,) - 11 i > I} where nomials only have hnite 
degree but infinite sums are allowed. We wil e that this description is 
independent of the choice of basis (w,} by a 
The R-module k[R] = E(R) is ascendingly filtered by 
where E-,(R) = (01 and En, ,(R)IEn(R) = (E 
Definition 1.31. These submodules are characteristic, so 
End,(E,) and this latter ring is denoted k,, ,({R)}. There is 
ring homomorphism k(( R )) -+ k, ((R )} 
Definition 2.1 J. Since Hom,(-, E(R)) 
Jn6R)=(UL1)* and J,zIJn,l=~WEn-l)*. 
The ring k[R] is a Hopf algebra with com~itipli~atio~ A(f) = C g 
if f(xy) = C g,(x) hi(y) for all x, y in R. E, is easily seen to 
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sub-co-algebra of E, and in fact more is true: if f E E, then d(f) 
belongs to E, @ E, + E, 0 E,,- 1. To see this, write d(f) as above with 
gi, hiEEn> h i,..., h, linearly independent modulo E,- 1 and hiE E,- 1 for 
i>m+l. Then for XER, f.x-f=C(g,(x)-g,(e))hiEEnpl so g,(x)= 
g,(e) for i < m. It follows that g, E E, for i Q m, and since hi E E,- 1 for 
i > m + 1 the formula follows. We iterate this, to obtain by induction: 
(32) Let A”: E-t Emm+’ be defined by A’= A and Ai+‘= 
(l@A)A’. 
Then A”(E,)c_~E,@ a.. @Enp,@ ... @En. 
It follows from (32) that A” induces a map 
p: E/E,+ (E/E,,)@‘“+‘. (33) 
It is further clear that the map (33) commutes with limits, so that BR = 
dir lim a”& We claim that P is injective. By the direct limit equation, we 
can replace R by a finitely generated free group H. The linear dual k[H]* 
is an algebra [ 1, p. 51 which is easily seen to be anti-isomorphic to k(( H)). 
The linear dual of the map 2 is then onto, J, = (E/Eo)*, Jn+ 1 = (E/E,)* 
and 1;” -+ ((E/Eo)@“” * ) -+ J, + 1 (the second map being dual to P) is 
multiplication and thus onto by [S, Lemma 7.61. It follows that 2 is injec- 
tive. 
If (33) is restricted to E,, ,/En we get by (32) an injective map 
D”: En, I/J%, + W&)@‘“+‘. (34) 
We claim that D” is an isomorphism. It will be sufficient to check this, by 
direct limits, for the case of the finitely generated free group, say on d 
generators. Then by [4, Lemma 1.3, p. 3261 the left side has dimension d”. 
Since E,/E,, has dimension d, both sides have the same dimension so that 
injective map D” is an isomorphism. 
These calculations are connected to relation modules as follows: the 
inclusion X+(R) c k[R] induces an isomorphism X+(R) -+ El/E,. Then 
from (34) we obtain isomorphisms 
8,: E,+l/E,-+ (X*(R)@“+‘) and 8,*-,: (X+(R)@“)* -+ J,/J,+,. 
(35) 
It is clear that both are natural in R, in the sense that they commute with 
automorphisms of R, in particular those induced by conjugations from F. 
Thus 8, is an isomorphism of G-modules and e,*_, an isomorphism of 
k(( G))-modules. 
To complete our analysis of higher relation modules, we will embed 
these in the quotients J,/J,, + 1 : 
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PRQPOSITION 36. For i > 1, C’R = p-‘(p(R) n (I + J,(R))) the 
R+J,(R)/J,+,(R) by ~C'~'R4(p(x)-l)iJ~+~ is a 
G-equivariant group monomorphism. 
ProoJ We begin by showing that C”R = proj lim C”Ri. There is a 
from C”R to the inverse limit which is an isomorphism for n = 4. 
by induction on n. If the result is known for n and we further show 
) gr,(R)=proj lim gr,(Rj) the result will follow for M -!- 1. 
is the linear dual of Hom,(C”R, k), and this Horn-space 
induction dir lim HomJC”R,, k). The linear dual of the direct limit gives 
gr,(R) = proj lim(Hom,(C”R,, k))* = proj lim gr,(Ri). This gives formula 
(+ ). Now C”R up-‘(p(R) n (1 + J,(R))) since C”R acts trivially on 
E, _ 1(R). conversely, if z E R satisfies 
trivially on E, _ ,(R) and hence on E,, _ 
Theorem 3.11 we have z projectin 
z E proj lim C”R, = C”R. This proves our first asse 
map gr,(R) -+ J,/J,+ I is bijective. That it is G- 
homomorphism follows as in the proof of (22). 
The map of (36) is a projective limit of the corresponding ma 
quotients of 13, from which it easily follows that it is in fact an injection of 
k{(G))-modules. We can use (35) to establish from (36) an a~alog~e of 
(24) for higher relation modules: 
PRQPOSITION 37. For all n > 1, the higher relation module gri( 
is a submodule of a product of copies of k(( 6)). In parti 
EC’R then (g,z)EG’+‘R ifandonly &fg=e or z~e’+ 
ProoJ: By (36) we can embed C’R/C’+ ‘R in Ji/Jifl, as k<(G))- 
modules. By (35), Ji/Ji+, is isomorphic to the 
(X+(R)@ ‘)*. Thus it suffices to embed the module. 
resolution (12), we have a surjection k[G]‘d’ -+ Xt 
k[G-fd’@“+J-+(R)@‘. Dualizing gives an injection (X+(R)@ “)* -+ 
(k[G]‘d’@‘)*. Wow k[G]‘d’@’ is, as G-module, an (infinite) direct sum of 
copies of k[G], since it is injective. It follows that its dual is a product of 
copies of k((G)), as desired. We deduce the second assertion in t 
manner as (27). 
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